SUMMER 2014 WORKSHOP
PARTICIPANT COMMENTS
All respondents would recommend or attend TLCN Workshops in the future.
All respondents thought the number and kind of workshop offerings are appropriate.

Comments:


I couldn't have asked for a better experience! Thank you very much!



As previously stated, one of the best workshops I have attended in over 20 years of
teaching. Gave me many new strategies that I am eager to implement in my classroom.



They were great!!



The workshop I attended was for Google. It was relevant for my needs as the district goes
to a 1:1 initiative for Chromebooks using google. It was packed with ideas and using the
Google community I can continue to access the information in the future.



I felt that class was great. I took away several strategies that I will use in my teaching.



AWESOME! I plan on taking more workshops with TLC Network.



It was an excellent use of my time. I will use the new material OFTEN in my teaching,
AND share the information with my peers.



Very informative and useful workshops. Incredibly useful to me, great environment, and
wonderful lunches. Great value too!



It was well worth the time!! The teachers were professional and full of ideas that one can
use immediately in their classroom. Very valuable. Thanks



Small class size, lots of networking, and hands on experiences.



Presenter gave us lots of great ideas and tools that we can take back and use in our
school and classrooms.



I would love to see a second level of the CRISS workshop and I would love to attend a
workshop on math strategies.



Definitely [when asked if they would take another class or recommend TLC workshops to
others]



A CRISS part two workshop for sure!



Large amount of hands on relevant strategies were learned.



Many very viable strategies!
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